Oracle Cloud Services

We’ll tailor the Oracle Cloud
to your Business
We’ll help your business chose, migrate to, and maintain optimal
Cloud computing on the ultimate Cloud platform: Oracle’s.

Service
Brief

We are dedicated to helping you get
the best out of your Cloud investment
If you are now approaching a major hardware/software

We’re a consulting firm specialized in Oracle technology

update milestone, looking for ways to extend your data

for over 15 years. We’ve executed small and large-scale

center without a major investment, or identified a set of

Cloud migration and custom application development

applications you want move to the Cloud, we can provide

projects all over the world, consistently providing

a safe and effective move to the highest-performance

our customers with technologically and administratively

Cloud on the market – The Oracle Cloud.

seamless Cloud migrations, on time and on budget.

Our Experts Will Guide You in Your
Migration to the Oracle Cloud

Maintain and Evolve

As Oracle Cloud experts, we can quickly get down to

optimal and efficient! Our support team’s expertise and

the essentials, helping you navigate the myriad of Cloud

ongoing contact with Oracle Cloud product management

options Oracle offers. We can ensure moving your

enables us to keep abreast of developments as they

applications or infrastructure to the Oracle Cloud is well-

happen. This means we can propose new features and

ordered, painless and always according to best practices.

evaluate new Oracle Cloud functionalities, often before

Once the move is done, we can continuously monitor and

they are released. We’ll continually ensure your costs stay

review the performance to ensure optimization of your

as low as possible while maintaining the highest possible

Cloud environment, allowing you to fully benefit from this

performance.

Once your Cloud space is up and running, we’ll keep it

rapidly evolving technology. We’ll:
Identify the IT costs you can reduce
Carefully choose the technology that gives you fastest
time-to-market and provisioning
Put you in a clear position to improve your business’
scalability and agility

Insum - Oracle Cloud
Specialists
We are Oracle Cloud specialist, with
Oracle OCI certified experts on staff. We’ve
developed a methodical, proven approach to
implementing Cloud migrations and Cloud

Here’s how we do it:

maintenance, so you can get the most out of
your investments. We look forward to hearing

Audit and Advise

from you!

We’ll analyse the workloads in your current IT

Learn more, contact Luc Demanche, our Cloud

environment and identify those suitable for migration.

Practice Director at ldemanche@insum.ca

We’ll propose optimizations that reinforce your overall

(514-387-1670 ext. 322)

IT strategy and business objectives. Then, we’ll make
recommendations including a Cloud migration roadmap
tailored precisely to your needs.

Execute and Coach
Working with your IT team, we’ll plan and execute your
migration, ensuring the integrity of your entire system,
every step of the way. As we put great emphasis on
knowledge transfer, we’ll make sure your team ends up
being fully capable of administering its new on-premise/
Cloud infrastructure

visit us at insum.ca

